Speechreco~tion tecbolo~is widely considered as approaching a level of maturity suficient to suppon a wide variety of applications. me research group at mM has achieved several advances in speech recognition and associated technologies. This paper outlines some of the recent advances achieved at~M and indicates fiture work directions.
Speech recognition technology has been advancing steadi!y over the last two decadm. Continuing advances in the technology and ever incrwsing processor power are expected to bring speech recognition applications into the mainstrwm within the next several years. Afier pioneering several methods in speech recognition, the research group at IBM has been making significant advances in large vocabulary speech recognition. Our tethnology now finds application in large vocabulary dictat ion products as well as prototypes of conversat ional systems in the laboratory. As the tethnology advances we are attempting to use it in more and more complex tasks. We have moved from spder dependent discrete dictation systems to sp~er independent continuous speech systems and currently to conversational speech over radio, television, and telephone. k this paper we will outline some of the recent advances in speech recognition technolo~that we have obtained. This paper is not intended to cover a comprehensive list ofresmch results. We will only attempt to outline a fm examples of recent work at IBM Resmrch. The rest of this paper is organized as follows. k the next section we present an overview of our speech reeognit ion system and indicate the performance obtained with this system on different tasks. In Section 3 we present some discussion on the weaknmses of the s~tcm and discuss fiture res~rch directions.
LARGE VOCMULARY SPEECH RECOG~TION
Most aspects of the spewh system are outlined in (1,2,3). Acoustic feature vectors are extracted from 16M sampled data every 10 milliseconds. The system uses acoustic models for sub-phonetic units with contextdependent tying. A mixture of Gaussian probability densities, with diagonal covariance matrices models the acoustic fmture vectors that characterize the training data at the leaves. The hidden Markov model used for context dependent subphone unit is a simple 1-state model, with a self-loop and a forward transition. A rank based scoring is usd (2) to evaluate the probability of producing a given output vwtor on a given transition in the HMM. An n-gram language model (typically trigram) is used to compute the a priori probability of a word sequence. The system uses an envelope smrch algorithm described in (3) to find the maximum a pos(eriori word sequence given some acoustic data.
The progress in the performance of this s~tem can be gauged by examining the rmults on some published data. On the ARPA NAB News transcription evaluation in November 1994 we obtaind a word error rate of 9.3Y0. This is a speaker independent transcription task using rmd speech material from businws news articles. The system used in this test was trained using the Wall Street Journal database of rwd speech with over three hundred spakers, The system used a vocabulary of about sixty four thousad words, with a trigram language model trained from a mixture of business news data totaling over three hundred million words.
As the technology progrwsed, we have attempted to recognize data that is more and more complex; including so called "founfl data which is quite different from the kind of material found in the NAB news task. One such database is the Broadcast News @~data. This database includes audio data from news programs over radio and television. Considerable amount of both acoustic (approximately 100 hours) and textual [approximateely 400 million words) training data for broadcast news has been collected by the Linguistic Data Consortium (LDC) in the context of DARPA sponsorti HuM evaluations of systems. BN transcription poses several challenges to speech recognition systems, The spmh data exhibits a wide variety of spmking styl~, environmental and background noise conditions and channel conditions. A typical broadcast news segment contains speech and non-speech data from several differmt sources, such as the signature tune of the show, interviews with peopie on location @ossibly under very noisy conditions), and interviews over the telephone. Broadly speaking, the data in such broadcasts can be characterized using three variables -the quality of the microphone or channel, the characteristic of the speaker, and the condit ion of the background. The variations encountered in these poses several problems for speech recognition s~tems. For instance, when a system trained for the NAB news transcription task with a vocabulary of 20000 words was used on an early relwse of BN test data (containing only data from a radio news show) the error rate that was obtained averaged around 48°/0. Segments corresponding to pure music were deeodti as a mmningless string of words by this system, even though there is no underlying speech in the segment. Similarly, telephone quality speech produced very high word error rates. These results indicated the ned to develop more robust systems as well as s~t ems that could be adapted quickly to environment and channel changes. Several techniques were subsequently developed along these Iins to improve the reeo~ition performance on this task, as reported in (1, 4, 6, 7, 8) . The techniques developed include new fmture extraction methods (7) and unsupervised adaptation (8). A recent test for this task (the 1997 ARPA HuM evaluation) gave an average word error rate of 18% (7). To get an id= of the progress made, let us consider the error rate on the 1996 HuM evaluation data. The average error rate there was reduced Horn about 36% to about 25~o over the course of 1997 using a combination of thae techniqum.
A similar "found speech database appwrs in voice mail messages. Recently we have collected a database of voicemail messages from within IBM and studied the problem of automatically transcribing these messages (5). The voicemail database comprises telephone bandwidth spontaneous spewh. Since it does not involve conversations the speech may be a little more formal in its nature, without the problems of crosstalk, barge-in and so on. This eliminates some of the variables and provides more controlled conditions enabling one to concentrate on the aspwts of spontaneous speech and effwts of the telephone channel. drrent work on this problem is addressing the issues of pronunciation variations and other phenomena in spontaneous speech, as well as variations in the channel and background (5).
3. DISCUSSION Our speech recognition tmhnology finds application in several arms including PC dictation systems. In addition, we have been gaining experience in spoken language systems by prototyping a variety of applications in the laboratory. We continue to examine the wmknmses that still remain in the s~tem and addr~s them in fiture res=rch. One arm of work bwomes apparent when we examine the results on broadcast news transcription task. The error rate on the portions of this data that contain conversations between two or more individuals averages about 250/0(for the 1996 test data) wherms as the prepared speech portion averages around 1770. Significant advances still remain to be made in addressing this aspect as well as aspwts of robustness to noise and channel variations. tirrent research work is aimti at addressing these issues.
